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Abstract: The swelling/deswelling behaviour of microgel particles in the bulk and at the
surface was studied and correlated to their mechanical properties. We focused on two kinds
of particles: pure PNIPAM and PNIPAM-co-AAc particles. It was shown that the two step
volume phase transition found for PNIPAM-co-AAc particles in the bulk disappears after
the adsorption at the surface and only a one step transition was identified. The transition
temperature increased strongly with increasing the co-monomer content. The dependence
of the Young’s modulus of the adsorbed microgel particles on the temperature and the
co-monomer content was discussed. The investigations were performed via DLS and SFM.
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1. Introduction

Polymers with “smart” behaviour are in the focus of a variety of research fields. One reason is their
high impact for applications. Poly-N-isopropylacrylamide (PNIPAM) is particularly interesting due to
its lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of around 32 ◦C in water [1,2]. Below this temperature
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the whole polymer network exists in a swollen state. On the other hand, by increasing the temperature
above the LCST, the hydrophobic interactions dominate, resulting in a collapse of the polymer network.
Due to this volume phase transition, PNIPAM attracted much attention in many application fields such
as drug delivery, sensorics or in medicine [3–5]. Further on, the stimuli responsive behaviour of
PNIPAM-based materials makes them interesting for coatings [6,7]. The ability of PNIPAM-based
microgels to form well-organized structures at solid surfaces has been previously reported [8–12].
Schmidt et al. [8] demonstrated that pure PNIPAM microgel particles and particles containing acrylic
acid as co-monomer form well-organized structures at solid surfaces. Microgel sensitivity to outer
stimuli was also investigated for adsorbed microgel particles. It was shown that the film thickness made
of microgels containing co-monomers can be controlled by the temperature and ionic strength, as well
as the pH [12–14].

The properties of such PNIPAM based microgels can be tuned by incorporating co-monomers
into the polymer network [15–17]. One type of commonly used co-monomers are organic acids
such as vinylacetic, acrylic, methacrylic, allylacetic acid, etc. [1,17–20], which leads not only to
thermo-responsive microgels but also to pH responsive ones. There are some theoretical and
experimental publications studying the influence of the co-monomer type and concentration on
swelling/deswelling behaviour of charged microgel particles [17–21]. Due to the deprotonation of
carboxylic (–COOH) groups, the interchain electrostatic repulsion and the increase in osmotic pressure
lead to an increase in particle size [1,12,18]. Hoare and Pelton showed that highly ionized microgels
have a sharp phase transition and that the LCST is shifted to higher temperatures compared to particles
without co-monomer [17,19]. Kratz et al. [1] demonstrated the appearance of a two step volume phase
transition for microgels with a very high co-monomer concentration. This phenomenon may be attributed
to the competition between attractive hydrophobic and repulsive electrostatic forces.

The paper addresses the question whether a two-step transition is preserved at the surface after
adsorption of the microgels and how different compartments of the microgel swell and shrink. Therefore,
PNIPAM microgels containing acrylic acid as co-monomer with concentrations of 0%, 5%, 10%
and 20% were synthesized and their thermo-induced swelling/deswelling behaviour of individually
adsorbed microgels and microgels in the bulk was investigated. In order to follow the progress of
swelling and shrinking in terms of structural changes, the Young’s modulus of adsorbed microgels was
determined. Adsorbed microgels were investigated by scanning force microscopy (SFM), while the
particle behaviour in the bulk was studied by dynamic light scattering (DLS).

2. Experimental Part

2.1. Microgel Synthesis

The monomer N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM, Aldrich, 97%), cross-linker N,N’-
methylenebisacrylamide (BIS, Aldrich, 99.5%), the co-monomer acrylic acid (AAc, Aldrich, 99%) and
radical starter potassium persulfate (KPS, Fluka, 99%) were used without further purification.

Microgels were synthesized via surfactant free emulsion polymerization [22]. NIPAM, AAc, BIS
(the amount of BIS was fixed for all samples to 5 mol% with respect to the amount of NIPAM) were
dissolved in 200 mL Milli-Q water. The mixture was heated up to 70 ◦C under a nitrogen atmosphere. To
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form the emulsion, the mixture was stirred with a rotation speed of 600 rpm. After one hour, 1.5 mg KPS
was dissolved in 1 mL Milli-Q water and rapidly added to the reaction flask. The transparent emulsion
became turbid within 10 min after adding KPS. After 4 h the reaction was switched off via cooling down
to room temperature. The cool solution was stirred under nitrogen atmosphere over night. To remove
oligomers and unreacted monomers, microgels were cleaned by 14 days of dialysis in Milli-Q water.
Water was exchanged every 24 h. After cleaning, the microgels were freeze-dried. All synthesized
microgels are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of the synthesized microgels. In the first column the names of the
samples are presented. In the second, third and fourth columns the amount of NIPAM, BIS,
AAc in grams is given. The molar percentage of BIS and AAc, with respect to the amount
of NIPAM, is given in the fifth and the sixth columns, respectively. The effective amount of
incorporated AAc units, determined by titration, is shown in the seventh column. The pH
values for all used solution is shown in the last column.

microgel type NIPAM, g BIS, g AAc, g BIS, % AAc, % eff. AAc, % pH value
gel 0 2.26 0.154 0 5 0 0 5
gel 5 2.26 0.154 0.072 5 5 3.3 5.3
gel 10 2.27 0.154 0.144 5 10 5.8 5.6
gel 20 2.26 0.154 0.289 5 20 15 4.79

2.2. Microgel Deposition

Microgels were deposited on silicon wafers precoated by gold (Si/Au) received from Georg Albert
PVG-Beschichtungen via spin coating. For spin coating a SCS P6700 spin coater was used. In swelling
experiments microgels were deposited from 10−3 M NaCl particle dispersion. The deposition duration
was 300 s at 2,000 rpm for all samples. This preparation conditions assume a non-close packing of the
microgels at the surface.

2.3. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements were carried out at a constant scattering angle
of 75◦ using an ALV goniometer setup. A fixed angle is justified due to the low polydispersity of the
microgels. A Nd:YAG laser with a wave-length of 532 nm, an output power 150 mW and an ALV-5000
correlator were used. In DLS measurements auto-correlation functions were recorded and analyzed by
inverse Laplace transformation. The calculation was done by using the program CONTIN [23]. The
heating/cooling rate was 2 ◦C/30 min.

2.4. Scanning Force Microscopy (SFM)

SFM measurements in liquids were performed in an ECCell (electrochemical cell) from JPK in
the intermittent contact mode. For these measurements, uncoated silicon cantilevers CSC37 from
Micromash were used. The temperature was charged from 20 ◦C to 50 ◦C in 5 ◦C steps (long cycle)
and from 20 ◦C to 50 ◦C in a 30 ◦C step (short cycle).
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For particle characterization, their volume was calculated as

V = π
∫ H

0
f 2(h)dh (1)

where V is the particle volume, H is the particle height, f(h) is the particle cross-section. In order to
minimize the effect of scanning rates and setpoint on the particles shape, particle cross sections were
evaluated in vertical direction (parallel to the slow scan axis). In every SFM measurement, the particle
volume was determined at least for three adsorbed microgel particles.

2.5. Titration

For titration of co-monomer microgel dispersions a Titrando 836 system from Metrohm was used.
Titration was done by using a 25 × 10−3 M NaOH solution. As shown in Table 1, not all AAc is
incorporated into the polymer network. In the following the nominal AAc amount is referred to 0%, 5%,
10% and 20%.

2.6. Elasticity Measurements of Microgels

The Young’s modulus E was determined for the sample temperatures of 20 to 70 ◦C in 5 ◦C steps
as was previously described in detail [24]. All elasticity measurements were performed in liquid
medium using an uncoated CSC 38 silicon cantilever (Micromash). Before starting the elasticity
measurements, the cantilever deflection was calibrated in the same medium by a force measurement on
a clean, hard surface. The calibration calculations were performed with the JPK SFM software package
(JPK Instruments).

Force-indentation depth data were collected for at least three different particles using the SFM force
mapping tool. Only the approach part of the force curves were used so that any adhesion in the retraction
part would not affect the results. E was calculated for each indentation depth with a Hertz-based,
film-thickness-corrected model suggested by Dimitriadis and co-workers [25]. This model considers
E as a function of force F , indentation depth δ, film thickness h, indenter curvature R and the Poisson’s
Ratio v. For incompressible hydrogels (v = 0.5) that are bonded to the substrate, E can be calculated by:

E =
9F

16

1

R1/2δ3/2(1 + 1.133χ+ 1.283χ2 + 0.769χ3 + 0.0975χ4)
(2)

where χ =
√
Rδ/h. Data handling was achieved by self-made procedures on Igor Pro software package

(Wavemetrics, Inc., USA). The height of the hydrogel particles h was determined by SFM as discussed
above. The indenting part of the SFM tips were assumed to be spherical and its exact radius of curvature
R was extracted from scanning electron microscope (SEM) images. The tip-sample contact point and
the contribution of the electrostatic interactions on the force curves were determined by fitting the
force data in the indentation regime and extrapolating it to the non-contact regime as was explained
previously [24]. The error bars, which are shown in the relevant graphs, come from the calculation for
at least three particles.
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3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Microgel Characterizations in Bulk

Firstly, the behaviour of microgel particles in bulk was investigated. Figure 1 demonstrates the
dependence of hydrodynamic radius on temperature measured by DLS for four types of microgel
particles: (a) pure PNIPAM, (b) with 5%, (c) 10% and (d) 20% of AAc co-monomer (nominal AAc
percentage, see Table 1).

Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the hydrodynamic radii of microgel particles with
0% (a); 5% (b); 10% (c); and 20% (d) AAc contents measured by DLS. The temperature
values refer to the volume phase transition during the heating (squares) and cooling (circles)
process, respectively.
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For all types of microgels the thermo-induced swelling and shrinking are completely reversible and
a slight shift in the LCST takes place in cooling and heating processes (Table 2). As it was expected,
the hydrodynamic radius increases with increasing AAc content because of the increasing electrostatic
repulsion between the polymer chains and an increase in the osmotic pressure.

Pure PNIPAM microgels demonstrate a sharp transition at the temperature of about 30–31 ◦C, which is
in good agreement with the literature [18,19,26]. With increasing AAc content, the second transition step
becomes more pronounced as already described in literature. Microgels with the highest AAc content
(20%) exhibit two very well separated and resolved transition steps. The first transition takes place
at a temperature of about 32 ◦C, which results from the PNIPAM component caused by hydrophobic
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attraction related to the dehydration of the gel. Due to charge repulsion and enhanced osmotic pressure
the phase transition is not completed at 32 ◦C but at 45 ◦C. The swelling ratio decreases with increasing
co-monomer content as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristics of microgel particles with 0%, 5%, 10% and 20% AAc in bulk:
hydrodynamic radius (Rh) at 20 ◦C and at 50 ◦C and transition temperatures in heating and
in cooling cycles. The last column shows the swelling ratio at 50 ◦C.

AAc Rh, nm transition temperature, ◦C swelling ratio α

content, % 20 ◦C 50 ◦C heating cooling (Rh50/Rh20)3

0 241 111 30.9 30.2 0.1
5 404 128 32.5 45.2 31.6 42.7 0.03
10 413 204 31.1 46.2 31.9 45.5 0.1
20 631 130 32.9 44.7 30.9 45.3 0.01

3.2. Swelling Behaviour of Adsorbed Microgel Particles

In order to investigate the swelling/deswelling behaviour of adsorbed PNIPAM microgels, SFM
measurements were performed in a temperature controlled liquid cell. Figure 2 shows the SFM images
of all four types of microgel particles deposited on Au-coated Si-wafers at 20 ◦C (swollen state) and at
50 ◦C (collapsed state). The particle size increases with increasing the amount of co-monomer as already
discussed for the bulk. It should be noted that the particle pattern does not change during the heating
process and no particle desorption takes place.

Figure 2. SFM height images of microgel particles with 0% (a, b), 5% (c, d), 10% (e, f) and
20% (g, h) AAc content deposited on gold wafer. Images were taken in SFM liquid cell at
20 ◦C (a, c, e, g) and at 50 ◦C (b, d, f, h). Scan area: 5 × 5 µm2.

In order to compare the behaviour of deposited microgels, the cross sections of particles, which
were obtained from the particles in Figure 2, with 0%, 5%, 10% and 20% AAc in the swollen (20 ◦C)
and collapsed states (50 ◦C) in two short cycles are presented in Figure 3. All adsorbed microgels
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demonstrate a reversible thermo-induced swelling/shrinking behaviour. The size change of adsorbed
microgels mainly takes place in a vertical direction.

Figure 3. Cross sections of microgel particles with (a) 0%; (b) 5%; (c) 10%; and (d) 20%
AAc contents adsorbed on gold wafer measured by SFM at two short cycles: 20 ◦C, 50 ◦C,
20 ◦C, 50 ◦C and 20 ◦C.
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For a better understanding of the swelling/deswelling behaviour of adsorbed microgels with different
AAc contents, one long cycle was carried out. Based on the cross section data, Figure 4 demonstrates
the volume change of adsorbed microgels as a function of temperature.

Adsorbed microgels demonstrate a reversible thermo-induced swelling/shrinking behaviour. A slight
shift in the LCST takes places in cooling and heating processes (Table 3).

In contrast to the behaviour in the bulk, all four microgel types have just one transition temperature
after the adsorption. With increasing co-monomer content, the LCST shifts to higher temperatures.
The LCST of pure PNIPAM microgels (0% AAc) and the ones with extremely high AAc concentration
(20%) are sharper compared to those of the particles with 5% and 10% AAc. Adsorbed pure PNIPAM
microgels and microgels in bulk have the LCST at the same temperature of 30 ◦C (Tables 2 and 3).
The transition temperature of deposited microgels with 20% AAc arises at around 45 ◦C. It corresponds
to the second transition of microgels in bulk affected by a high co-monomer concentration. Particles
with an AAc concentration of 5% and 10% have a broad phase transition at temperatures between 34 ◦C
and 37 ◦C. Due to the increase in the charge density, the phase transition at 32 ◦C disappears for the
microgel with 20% AAc. In case of the particles synthesised with 5% and 10% AAc, one can observe
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a combination of the two phase transitions caused by PNIPAM. In case of adsorbed particles, the higher
charge density compared to those in the bulk affects a strong intrachain repulsion. Microgels in the bulk
contain PNIPAM subcompartments, which lead to a collective swelling/shrinking behaviour.

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of volume of microgel particles with 0% (a); 5% (b);
10% (c); and 20% (d) AAc contents deposited on gold wafer measured by SFM.
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Table 3. Characteristics of adsorbed microgel particles for microgels with 0%, 5%, 10%
and 20% AAc contents: LCST in heating and cooling cycles, volume of deposited microgels
in dry state and in liquid at 20 ◦C and 50 ◦C, and particle volume in liquid cell (VT

ads) at
temperature T normalized by volume of dried particles (Vdry).

AAc LCST, ◦C Volume, ×106 nm3 VT
ads/Vdry

content, % heating cooling dried 20 ◦C 50 ◦C T = 20 ◦C T = 50 ◦C
0 30.4 29.6 5.34 11.7 7.02 2.2 1.3
5 37.4 34.1 5.76 32.0 8.84 5.6 1.5
10 36.4 34.5 6.95 37.2 24,4 5.4 3.5
20 46.1 44.9 32.9 159 60.8 4.8 1.8

The phase transition is not complete at 32 ◦C as the charge repulsion and the osmotic pressure
counteract a total collapse up to 45 ◦C. At the surface the particles are more compressed compared to the
ones in the bulk and the PNIPAM network is completely riddled with co-monomers, which suppresses
the ability of pure PNIPAM gels. By increasing the temperature up to 32 ◦C, the shrinking process of
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PNIPAM starts, but is hindered due to the functional groups resulting in an incomplete network collapse.
Finally, the hydrophobic interactions overcome the electrostatic repulsion caused by the co-monomer
and the polymer network reaches its final size. Microgels with the highest co-monomer content (20%)
exhibit an even more concentrated amount of carboxyl groups, which results in the suppression of the
PNIPAM collapse. Only the sharp phase transition of the polymer network can be observed at 45 ◦C. This
process is depicted in Figure 5. In contrast to the effect of cross linker [24], the amount of co-monomer
has almost no influence on the hysteresis.

Figure 5. A: Particles in the bulk: the morphology suggests a lower charge density and
gives a possibility for a PNIPAM collapse. The coloured areas correspond to undisturbed
PNIPAM microdomains, which overlap and are riddled with co-monomers after adsorption,
B: Adsorbed particles: the functional groups exhibit a higher charge density resulting in
hindered or disappeared PNIPAM collapse.

In context of the reversibility of the swelling behaviour, the reswelling of the particles was studied
after a complete drying. In Figure 6 the volume of deposited microgels in the swollen and in the collapsed
state in long cycle (l.c.) and in two reswelling cycles (r.c.) is presented. Reswelling cycles demonstrate
the thermo-induced behaviour of adsorbed particles after the complete drying. The microgels still exhibit
sensitivity to temperature changes and show reversible swelling/deswelling behaviour. The reswollen
microgels maintain the same volume values as before drying.

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of volume of microgel particles with 0% (squares), 5%
(circles), 10% (triangles) and 20% (rhombs) AAc content deposited on Si/Au measured by
SFM in one long cycle (l.c.) and in two reswelling cycles (r.c.).
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Microgels in bulk and deposited at solid surface demonstrate qualitatively similar behaviour with
respect to the reversibility of the phase transition (Figure 7). In both geometries the particle size increases
with increasing AAc concentration. Due to the attractive interactions between the substrate and both the
deprotonated co-monomer and the radical starter, the particle volume at the substrate is one order of
magnitude lower than that in the bulk.

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of microgel particle volume (a) in bulk and (b) deposited
on gold synthesised with 0% (squares), 5% (circles), 10% (triangles) and 20% (rhombs) AAc
contents measured by DLS and SFM, respectively.
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3.3. Elasticity Measurements

After scanning with SFM, a grid was placed over the imaged particles, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. JPK force mapping tool. Every square represents a force curve with its extended
and retracted part. For the calculation the number-marked squares were used.

At each square a force curve with its approach and retraction part was recorded. For the
analysis only the approach curves were used, since the adhesion is extremely strong during retraction.
Hashmi et al. [27] showed that the Young’s modulus does not depend significantly on the measurement
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velocity so possible viscous behaviour of the particles was neglected throughout this study. The
numbered squares in Figure 8 were used for the determination of the Young’s modulus in a temperature
range from 20 to 70 ◦C.

Figure 9 shows the Young’s modulus at different cross section positions for particles synthesised
with 20% AAc at 20 ◦C and 70 ◦C. The Young’s modulus increases and decreases in accordance to
the particle height as was reported before [24]. For both temperatures, the stiffness decreases from the
centre to the edges of the microgel. This result is in good agreement with the literature [19] since a
core-shell structure is introduced for the particle morphology with its higher cross-linked core and the
lower cross-linked shell. The stiffness doubles itself from 20 to 70 ◦C. Since the Young’s modulus was
determined for at least three particles, the pronounced error bars in the centre of the microgel indicate
an inhomogeneous microgel character. This suggests that the inner morphology differs from particle
to particle.

Figure 9. Height and Young’s modulus versus the cross section. Top: microgel synthesised
with 20% AAc at 20 ◦C, bottom: same particle at 70 ◦C. It is shown that the Young’s modulus
follows the cross section height and increases with temperature.
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Figure 10 shows the temperature dependence of the Young’s modulus of the microgels synthesised
with 0% (squares) and 20% (circles) AAc at the centre of the particle (square no. 5 corresponding
to Figure 8). At low temperatures the stiffness of both microgels is equal and confirm the previous
elasticity measurements on PNIPAM films [28]. The periphery morphology for both microgels should
be equal resulting in the same Young’s modulus. With increasing temperature, the stiffness of both
pure PNIPAM and PNIPAM-co-AAc particles increases, due to the shrinking process dominated by
hydrophobic interactions. While the stiffness of the microgel synthesised with 20% AAc slightly
enhanced, PNIPAM particles without co-monomer end up with a higher Young’s modulus. It should
be noted that in elasticity measurements, the LCST of the microgel containing 20% AAc shifts to higher
temperature compared to the one obtained by SFM and DLS measurements. The transition temperature
shifts by about 10 ◦C from 45 ◦C ( SFM cross section) to 55 ◦C (Young’s modulus). In the case of pure
PNIPAM particles, a slight LCST shift takes place from 31 ◦C to 36 ◦C. These results are consistent with
a core-shell model introduced by Daly and Saunders [29]. They developed a model with a stepwise
collapse of the polymer network. At first, the higher cross-linked core collapses. By further heating the
shell expels water, resulting in a more pronounced shrinking. Force measurements confirm this core-shell
model by Daly and Saunders. At low temperature the AFM tip penetrates the lower cross-linked shell.
Due to the hydration of the polymer network, the microgel is extended leading to a low Young’s modulus.
With the increase in temperature, the core starts the shrinking process, while the shell keeps its original
size. This leads to a constant Young’s modulus as the AFM tip still measures the elasticity of the lower
cross-linked shell. Further heating leads to the shell collapse resulting in a tremendous increase in the
measured stiffness of the PNIPAM particles and a less pronounced increase for PNIPAM-co-AAc. The
Young’s modulus and size stay constant after the shell collapse.

Figure 10. Temperature dependence of the Young’s modulus. Squares represent particles
without co-monomer, circles represent the microgel with 20% AAc. Young’s modulus
increases with increasing the temperature. At low temperature, both microgels with 0% and
20% AAc have the same Young’s modulus. At higher temperatures, the microgel synthesised
with 20% AAc is much softer than that without co-monomer due to the repulsive interactions.
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This model also explains the LCST shift for both PNIPAM and PNIPAM-co-AAc microgels, shown
in Figure 11. The higher Young’s modulus and the slightly larger LCST value of the pure PNIPAM
gels compared to the gels containing AAc suggests a less pronounced core-shell structure in the
former. Due to the disappearance of the co-monomer in the case of pure PNIPAM, a “smaller”
shell is formed during the synthesis, which results in a less pronounced core-shell structure. On the
other hand, the incorporation of the co-monomer causes an increase in both the diffuse shell and the
mesh size, which results in a softer microgel at high temperatures and a more expressed core-shell
structure of those particles. The soft behaviour of PNIPAM-co-AAc particles also results from a
high water content in the polymer network even at temperatures above the LCST. Schmidt et al.
showed just a slight shift in the refractive index from 1.34 (below LCST) to 1.37 (above LCST) [13].
Neutron experiments confirm a water content up to 90% in such gels [30]. The core-shell structure
becomes even more pronounced by the fact that the charges are expelled towards the shell of the
particles [17,19]. Zeta potential measurements show that most of the functional groups are located
in the particle periphery [12]. With the collapse of the polymer network, the charge density increases in
the shell, resulting in a softening of the particle.

Figure 11. Shrinking process of the microgel containing 20% AAc. The black curve
represents the particle volume and the blue line corresponds to the Young’s modulus:
(1) swollen state: the particle exhibits its largest size and lowest Young’s modulus, (2) core
shrinking process: the size decreases slightly, while the elasticity stays more or less constant,
(3) shell collapse: a further reduction in size and an enhancement in stiffness take place.
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4. Conclusions

This paper deals with PNIPAM and PNIPAM-co-AAc microgels, which differ in the co-monomer
content. The swelling/shrinking behaviour of these particles was investigated in the bulk and at the
surface. For the adsorbed particles the Young’s modulus was also studied.

It was shown that pure PNIPAM particles collapses completely at 32 ◦C, while the particles containing
AAc exhibit a two phase transitions at 32 ◦C and 45 ◦C. The second phase transition at 45 ◦C is more
pronounced at higher co-monomer content. In the bulk, the PNIPAM-co-AAc particles comprise
PNIPAM subcompartments, which collapses at around 32 ◦C. The total collapse takes place at 45 ◦C,
when the charges can no longer prevent the collapse of the gel particles. At the surface, the particles
containing AAc exhibit only one LCST, which is shifted to higher temperatures compared to the LCST
in the bulk. Due to the adsorption the particles are compressed, which leads to a higher charge density.
This results in smaller undisturbed subcompartments of the adsorbed PNIPAM compared to the bulk,
which leads to a mixed effect of PNIPAM collapse and electrostatic repulsion of the co-monomer
and therefore to a continuous shift of the LCST. The Young’s modulus showed a strong temperature
dependence. The stiffness increases with increasing the temperature. The Young’s modulus can be tuned
by incorporating co-monomers. It was shown that PNIPAM-co-AAc microgels are softer than those
ones without co-monomer. This indicates a distinctive core-shell structure of particles containing AAc.
The LCST (Young’s modulus) shifts to higher temperatures compared to the LCST (SFM), which also
corresponds to the core-shell morphology of PNIPAM-co-AAc particles.
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